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FORWARD

The railway is characterized by a service actively which is the total outcome of basic
activities carred out by professionals working in the organization. A solution to the problem
of efficient management of a net work lies in the establishment and maintenance of a system
of operation in whcih optimum use is made of the major and minor factors of transport
production.

The monitoring of a railway activity requires the design of several indicators. The
problem of cration, monitoring and continuous elaboration over time of these indicators andof
decision making, the logical outcome of their interpretation, depends on the directives' given
by the railway outhorities. The directives alone are not enough. An appropriate structure
for the collection, processing and dissemination of data should be set up if the publicatyion
of statistical information is to be made more reliable and more regular.

The present document, in its Chapter I describes the methodology for the collection
of data and their method of processing, for data collection is inevitably linked to the problem
of data processing even if partially.

All the processes described are within the framework of manual processing of data,
usually, on the very spot or the nearest possible spot to the production.

In view of the large number of indicators and the limited time available for the
preparation of the present document we were unable to design a detailed mthodology relating
to each indicator selected by the launching seminar. Our effort has been concentrated on
those that the Africna networks have the greatest difficulty in making avaiilable on a regular
basis and withd total relaibility. We have attached the document serving as basis for the
collection of data and their processing.

However, we provide in annes, in the form of tables, all the indicators their sources
as well as the methods of collection and calculation.

Chapter II attempts to defme the indicators necessary for providing information to
decision-makers who need variable information over time. The indicators have been grouped
together and classified in a way as to provide them with information flows enabling correct
railway piloting on a daily, weekly monthly and annual time sequence.

The Director of Surveys and
Planning
OUMARZONGO

_..........-------------------------------
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I. MONITORING OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES

1.1 Data collection

The monitoring of the availability of locomotive engines (locomotives, rail cars,
locotraetors or even track motor cars) is carried out from a graph graduated in hours (see
copy attached). Each locomotive engine is monitored individually on a groph so as to permit
the collection of a number of data.

The day's date
Identification and condition of service of the machine
type of traips made and connections served etc.

1.2 Calculation of locomotivve engine availability rates

With regard to the condition of service of the machine, two different conditions are
noted; a locomotive engine is either available and therefore considered to be in good
condition or has broken down or has became unfit for making trains. The time during which
it was avialable (or unavailable) to assure the expected service is counted in number of hours
or minutes.

The unavailability hours can be sub-divided into several parts classified in the
following manner:

Hours reserved for random repairs

of long duration

of short duration

Hours reserved for periodic reparis

Minor periodic repairs

Major periodic repairs etc.

The availability hours are divided into:

- Hours of actual production or use

Time lost due to the rigidities of the transport plan.

Information regarding the hour graph (annex 2-1) is given by an officer, the officer
in charge of traction who is originally from the management but on rotation duties continues
to be with the management. The columns are distinguished from one another by the use of
different colurs. For any equipment the availability and unavailability hours established the
ratio: Available time = total time - unavailable time (in hours).

----------------------------------------
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Total time = 24xn (N number of engines in the fleet)

A more precise work requirs the calcuation to be carried out to the nearest minutes.
We therefore have:

Total time (in minutes) = 24x6Oxn(N=number of engines)

By insisting on the fact that all the times should be given in the same unit (hours or
minutes) the availability or unavzailability rates are calculated in the following manner for
a series of locomotives.

Available rate (%) Available time x 100
Total time

Unavailable rate (5) Unavailable time x 100
Total time

Availability rate + unavailability rate = 100%

13. Calculation of utilization rate

The recording of the utilization hours is carried out direct on the grpahs by the
breakdown of time spent on trains. They represent part of the availabgility rates.

Utilization rate (%) Utilization time x 100
total time

According to some sources (1) the utiliztion rate is calculated in a slightly different
manner as follows:

Utilization rate (%) Utilization time x 100
availability time

1.4 Distribution of unavailability rates

The unavailability rates are broken down in the following manner:

breakdowns on line

waiting for reform

waiting for spare parts

minor periodic maintenance

major periodic maintenance

short random maintenance

. -'-,----------------------------
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delays below 72 hours

delays above 72 hours.

The times allocated to these items are recorded on the same graph as described above.

The drate of partial unavialability corresponding to each item as in the case of the
unavailability described in I.2.

1.5 Calculation of distance travelled by locomotives

Distance travelled by locomotives is recorded on the monitoring grphs and calculated,
in principle, for an engine having a train with sinple or multiple unit. The distance travelled
by engines used as vehicle in the train are not taken into account. They are however useful
for monitoring the rolling stock. The determination does not pose any problem.

Delays in the productionf of results

The technical officer or traciton officer according to networks, on night duty studies
the grpah and calculates the different parameters for making them available latest by 7 a.m.
before moving, from his post. They are analysed at the technbical meeting held at 8 a.m.

Every month at M+5 at the latest, all the data are summarized and sent to the
statistical deaprtment iwthin the general management.

Because of the periodicity and diversity of these calcuations they are deemed to be
boring. It is in our interest to ease the task of the technical officer by computerizing the
calculation and result presentation parts.

II. MONITORING OF TRAUKER-MOUNTED EQUIPMENT

. Data collection

2.1 The forms whose copeis are attached serve as input for the collection of the data
necessary for the determination of dthe parameters required.

In view of the number and divesity of the equipment included in the category of
trailer-mounted equipment, the monitoring differs from that of locomotives. The reference
period for the latter is half a day instead of hours or minutes.

Also, we begin by making a physical inventory of the equipment on the entire
network on a given day and monitor vehicle movements and withdrawal from service for
reasons of unavailability. A more accurate monitoring necessarily requires a computerization
of wagonn and passenger coach management.
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2.2 Calculation ofrate of wagon and coach avaialability

The availabiulity is monitored from a card-index in which each vehicle is represented
by forms (annexes 2.2) and 2.3) on which are recorded all the information relating to the
siutaiton of the vehicle. The unavailable vehicle forms are sorted and classifed to facilitate
their analysis under the folliwng headlings:

long immobilization

periodic maintanance

immobilization at railway stations

immobilization outside the network.

The calculation of the unavailability rate is made by summarizing the immobilization
days of the different vehicles per series and per type of category for passenger coaches. The
calculation is made using as unit, wagon-days or passenger coach days.

Unavailability rate (%) Unavailabile wagon-days x 100
total wagon days

Availability rate (%) = 100% - unavailability rate (%)

The calculation remains the same for coaches.

2.3 Delays in the production of results

Statistics relating to the availability and utilization of trailer mounted equipment are
provided each morning and included in a document for monitoring accients, incidents and
operating disturbances which groups together the bulk of the data necessary for the daily
technical conference. '

Ill. MONITORING OF TRAINS AND THEIR COMPOSmONS

The composition forms (annexes 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6) are the inputs for the recordings
relating to the movement of trains. They permit the daily monitoring of each train and
equipment used. They consist of the following elements:

train number
the day's date
train connection
type and number of traction engine
number of vehicles (wagons, coaches)
net loaded tonnage
gross tonnage carried
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3.2 Calcuaiton of freight traffic indicators

3.2.1 Distance travelled by trian, number of trians per period

The number of trains is obtained by calcuating their total per type and
connection

Number of trains = total number of trains made

Distance is calculated by multiplying the number of trians by the distance
corresponding to the connections served:

Distance travelled by train
per type of train

= Number of trains x
distance travelled per

connection

3.2.2 Net load and gross load carried per period.
The total and gross load is obtained by the following ratio:

Total net load = Total net tonnages of trains
Total gross load = total gross tonnages carried

3.2.3 Net ton-kilometres, gross ton-kilometres
The two parameters and calculated in the following manner:

Net ton-kilometres =net tons x distance travelled by load

Gross ton-kilometres = Gross tons x distance travelled by wagon

Gross tons = loaded net tons + wagon tare of a load

3.2.4 Distance travelled by wagons

Wagon-kilometres = number of wagons x distance travelled (loaded or empty)

3.2.5 Freight traffic performance indicators

From the elements claculated 4.2.1 to 4.2.3, we easily obtain performance
indicators adapated to freight traffic.

Average gross = Total gross tonnage 1

1 When proper statistics are avialable we can use more
complete forms for the calculation of average gross and net loads
in the followin~ manner:

1·-......--------------------------------
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tonnage carried number of trains

Average net tonnage = Total net tonnage
number of trains

Average load per wagon = net ton-kilometres
loaded wagon-kilometres

Rate of wagon empty = Empty wagon-kilometres
return loaded wagon kilometres +

empty wagon-kilometres

Average distance = Gross-ton-kilometres carried
travelled by wagon net ton-kilometres carried

Wagon productivity index = Net ton-kilometres
Total capacity of wagons +
average distance travelled
per wagon

Wagon rotation delays = Total wagon days (per type of wagon)
Total loaded waguons (per type of

wagon)

3.2.6 Delays in the production of results

The results should be produced on a monthly basis, in principle in the form of
tabulation.

3.3 Calculation of passenger traffic indicators

3.3.1 Distance travelled by trtains, number of trians per period.

The number of trians is obtained by calculating their total per type and
connection.

Number of trians = total number of trains made.

The distance tragelled is calculated by multiplying the number of trains by the
distances corresponding to the connection served.

Distance travelled by trains = number of trains x distance
per type of train travelled per connection

Gross and net train load = Grosslnetlton-kilometres
Freight train-kilometres
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Total distance travelled by -Total distance travelled
trains by trains per type of train

3.3.2 Distance travelled by passenger coach, offered seat-kilometres

Total passenger coach-kilometre= Total passenger coach-kilometres per type
of train

Passenger coach - kilometres = number of per type of train seats x distance
travelled by trains per train.

Offered seat kilometres
per train

= number of seats x distance
travelled by train

Total seat-kilometres = Total seat-kilometres offered by train

Total passenger-kilometres = total passenger x distance travelled by passengers

3.3.3 Performance indicators

It is mainly the rate of occupancy which is calculated in the following manner:

Rate of occupancy
per type of train

= ToaI passenger-kilometres
offered seat-kilometres
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CHAPTER III
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IV. CLASSIFICATION OF INDICATORS PER RESPONSIBNILITY CENTRE

In a vailway and in the enterprise as a whole, managers constantly ask themselves a
number of question like the following: Where have we reached? Where are we going? Is
business as good as in the past? What is not functioning well? In which fields should we
increase our efforts? Perhaps the answer to these quewtions should not be a gualitative one
or should be simply eevasive. The role of indicators is to give relevant answers to each of
the questions even the most aggretate. The choice of a set of indicators depends ont he needs
of each network; we can determine from them a small number which are completely in a
position to heldp the piloting of the railway both at the level of general management lind at
that of technical management. Nevertheless other indicators can be elaborated to assist in
the task of ensuring a more judicious management going beyond the framework of day-to-day
management. Generally, it is necessary to compare one indicator with severqal others to be
able to carry out a diagonsis. But it is equally necessary to know before hand how the ones
being analysed evolved over time. These comparisions are made either in relation to a past
period data or to a norm which had been establsihed earlier.

It can be noted, that even in networks where there are no difficulties in obtaining
data from the previous period, the establishement of norms for a number of indicators
remains a field where serious efforts should be made to make a more effective use of
indicators. The major challenge of the coming decade should be for African rialways to
search for performance at the level of technical operations, consumerce and human and
financial resource management.

The elaboration and proper use of the parameters for evaluating performance
presupposes the existence of a particular manangement framework and the resolution of
major institutional, economic and financial problems. The tables below classify the indicators
according to responsibility levels or function of managers involved in the use of indicators.

They also give their occurences over time (day, well, month and year).

We have reduced to the minimum the number of indicators particularly for general
management and fmancial management for practical reaons. The indicators commonly used
by transport administrations have been grouped together. with those of general management
even though some of these parameters are not necessarily for the commercial representative.
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General and transport management Equipment and infrastructure management Financial management

Every day -Availability of equipment -availability of equipment
,number of trians composed -use of equipment
-number of trains cancelled -evoluiton of unavailabilities
-tonnages achieved -incidents/accidents
-tonnages remaining -evolution of delays attributeable to the line
-train delays -evolution of telecommunication reliability
-incidents/accidents

Each week -Weekly summaries of freight traffic -Statistical summary of locomotives and Evolution of income -

· tonnages traciton engines Evvolution of revenue
· number of wagons dispatached -statistical summary of infrastructure
· tonnage per container -length of delays

-Statistical summary of locomotives and -telecommunication incidents
tractions engines -Signalling incidents
-Statistical summary of passenger trains -Derailments
· train delays
· number of traffic
· incidents/accidents
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General and transport management Equipment and infrastructure management Financial management

Each -Avialability of wagons/coaches -Availability of wagons/Coaches Evolution of income
month -Use of wagon/coaches -Use of wagons/coaches Evolution of load

-Annual distance travgelled -Annual distance travelled by" Evolution of app*
. locomotives trailers . locomotives Evolution of investment

-Reliability of equipment . trailers mounted equipment Evolution of revenue
-Reliability of infrastructure -Average distance travelled by type of trailer

mounted equipment
-output of trailer mounted equipment
-rate of delays on period operations

Infrastrucutrea1 function
Commercial performance

-Length of delays
-Tonnage transported -Maintenance of performance on line
-Number of passengers trainsporte -Time lost per train attributable to the line
-PKTK evolution .

.
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General and transport management Equipment and infrastructure management Financial management

Each -Average tain load -Evolution of
month -wagon rotation -Derialments

-rate of train occupancy -Staff productivity
-staff productivity -Reliabuility of telecommunications

-Evolution of operation delays

Financial performance

-Evolution of income
-Evolution of app*
-Evolution of revenue

.' .
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General and transport management Equipment and infrastructure management Financial management

Each year Maintenance performance Equipment function -evolution of income
-Availability of wagon/coaches -Availability of wagon/coaches -evolution of laods
-Use of wagon/coaches -Use of wagon/coaches -evolution of results
-Annual distance travelled -Annjual distance travelled -evolution of investments

. locomotives trailer-mounted equipment . locomotives trailre-mounted equipment -evolution of revenue
-Reliability of equipment -Average distance travelled per type of -evolution of costs
-Reliability of infrastrucure equipment

-Output of equipment
Commercial performance -Rate of delays on periodic operations
-tonnage transported
-Number of passengers transported
PK,TK evaluaiton
-Average train load
-Wagon rotation
-rate of train occupancy; staff productivity

Financial performance Infrastrucutral function
-evoution of income -Length of delays
-evolution of loads -Iline maintenance programme
-gross coefficientof utilization -time lost by tain
-evolution of results -evolution of derailments
-evolution of costs -staff preductivity

-reliabiulity of telecomms
-evolution of intervention delays

•
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Indicator Parameters and sources Collection methodology

Traffic unit per krn of railway Passeneer-kilometres: They are obtained from For passeneer traffic: The statistician at the Commercial
(1) passenger tickets issued at railway stations and all- Department receives each day by telephone, information

purpose tickets issued in trains relating to tickets sold and the corresponding relations.

He calculates the data relative to passengers:

-by multiplying the number of passengers by their
corresponding distance travelled to obtain the passenger-
kilometres;

-by multiplying the number of passengers by the
corresponding tariffs to obtain the income.

PK = passenger* distance travelled
=Pi*Di
Total PK = total P*Di

Income = Number of passengers* tariff

•
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Indicator Parameters and sources Collection methodology

Ton-kilometres: They are obtained from way bills For freil:ht traffic
prepared at PV and from train composition forms
prepared at the PCCC The sales representative at the railway station makes a

monthly summary of the tonnage from waybills. The net
tonnage is calculated and broken down according to
container.

Ton-kilometres are obtained by multiplying distance
travelled by:

- net tonnage on the wagon(s)
- the container(s).

At the level of the PCCC an officer makes the daily, weekly
and monthly summaries of tonnages as well as the gross and
net ton-kilometres from train composition forms.
TK = tonnage * distance travelled
= Ti * Di
Total TK = total Ti * Di

•
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INDICATOR PARAMETER AND SOURCES COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Rate of locomotive availability Time of locomotive availability Locomotive monitoring is carried out hour by hour from 6
(2) O'clock to 6 O'clock with forms. Differentiation between

productive hours, hours without assignment and unavailable
hours is made with the help of different colours for each
item to be monitored.

Total time of locomotive availability: These data are transferred to equipment management where
they are processed. The total hours are broken down into:

- productive hours
- hours without assignment (lost)
- hours reserved for random maintenance
- hours reserved for periodic maintenance

Rate of locomotive use (3) Productive hours:

Total hours:

They are obtained from locomotive monitoring Same methodology as in No.2
forms

Rate of locomotive reliability Distance travelled by locomotives: Distance travelled by locomotives is monitored by a form at
(average kilometrage between the level of the PCCC. A monthly summary is made per
distresses) Locomotive distresses: locomotive and per series of locomotives.

(4)
They are obtained from locomotive monitoring A summary of distresses is made each day and entered in
forms the register of monitored items (written off items)

r

•
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INDICATOR PARAMETER AND SOURCES COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Average load of wagons Ton-kilometres: Same methodology as in No. 1 (for TK) and as in No. 9
(10) (for wagon-kilometres)

Wagon-kilometres

Rate of wagon empty return Empty wagon-kilometres: Same methodology as in No. 9
(11) Total wagon-kilometres:

Wagon productivity index Ton-kilometres: Same methodology as in No.1. The total capacity of
(12) Total wagon capacity wagons is obtained by multiplying the live load of wagons

by average distance travelled by wagons

Rate of coach availability Number of available coaches: The number of available coaches is obtained by working out
(13) Total number of coaches in the fleet the difference between the total number of coaches in the

fleet and the number of unavailable coaches.

The unavailable coaches are monitored by forms at the level
of the PCCC. Daily and monthly summaries are made by
the PCC and the equipment management respectively

Annual distance travelled by Annual distance travelled by coaches: The distance travelled by coaches is obtained from the
available coach composition of the passenger trains. These compositions are

(14) Number of available coaches: recorded on the AIPE forms. A monthly summary is made
by the equipment management

<

•
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INDICATOR PARAMETER AND SOURCES COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Ton kilometres per hour Ton-kilometres Same methodology as in No. 2
locomotive

(5) Hour-locomotives

Traffic units per hour- Traffic Units: Same methodology as in No. 1 and No.2
locomotive

(6) Hour-locomotives

Rate of wagon availability Available wagons: Available wagons are obtained by working out the difference
(7) 'total wagons: between total number of wagons in the fleet and unavailable

wagons.
They are obtained from wagon monitoring forms

The unavailable wagons are monitored by forms (per half
day). Daily and monthly summaries are made by the PCCC
and the equipment management respectively.

Average duration of wagon Wagon-days: Wagon-days are obtained by multiplying the total number of
rotation wagons by number of days for the period under

(8) Loaded wagons" consideration

(
. Loaded and empty wagons are monitored daily at borders

and network entry and exit points. Daily and monthly
summaries are made and sent to the PCCC

Annual distance travelled per Distance travelled by wagon" Distance travelled by wagons is calculated from the
available wagon composition of trains and their relations. Distance is

(9) Available wagons calculated per series of wagons. Wagon-kilometres =
number of wagons multiplied by distance travelled

" .
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INDICATOR PARAMETER AND SOURCES COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Average gross freight carried Gross ton-kilometres carried: (GTKC) They are calculated at the PCCC from freight train
by freight trains composition forms or from freight train operation forms.

(15) No account is taken of locomotive weight.

Gross ton-kilometres carried (GTKC) = gross ton-carried *
distance travelled.

The monitoring of train movements on forms Train-
kilometre = number of trains * distance travelled.

Average net load of freight Net ton-kilometres: Same methodology as in No.1. The seat kilometres are
trains obtained from coach monitoring and passenger train

(16) Offered seat-kilometres composition forms. Offered seat kilometres = number of
offered seat * distance travelled

Average rate of freight train Passenger-kilometres: Same methodology as in No.1. Seat kilometres are
occupancy Offered-seat kilometres: obtained from coach and passenger train compostion

(17) monitoring forms. Offered seat-kilometres = number of
offered * distance travelled

Annual number of traffic units Traffic units; Same methodology as in No.1. Number of employees is
per employee Number of employees: obtained from the State. Actual number of staff is

(18) established by the Human Resources Department

Ratio of income received from Income from Passenger traffic Passenger income is obtained from passenger tickets. Daily,
traffic unit per employee Total income from traffic weekly and monthly summaries are made by the railway

(19) stations and checked by the Finance Department (Income
Department)
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INDICATOR PARAMETER AND SOURCES COLLECTION METHODOLOGY

Ratio of income received from Income from freie:ht traffic: Income from freight traffic is obtained from freight train
freight traffic. Total income Total income from freie:ht traffic: waybills. Daily, weekly, and monthly summaries are made
from freight traffic by railway stations and checked by the Finance Department

(20)

Income per passenger-kilometre Income from passene:er traffic: Same methodology as in No. 1 for number of passengers-
(21) Number of passene:ers-kilometres: kilometres and as in No. 19 for income from passenger

traffic.

Income per offered seat- Income from passenger traffic Same methodology as in No. 19 for income from passenger
kilometre Offered seat-kilometres traffic and as in No. 17 for offered seat-kilometres

(22)

Gross-operating coefficient Qperatine: expenses: The operating expenses in the case of the gross coefficient
(24) Qperatine: income: are understood after depreciation, provisions and financial

expenses
These parameters are obtained from the operating
account

Gross profit (loss) Qperatine: expenses: Same methodology as in No. 24
(26) Qperatine: expenses:

Net profit (loss) Qperatine: income Same methodology as in No. 25
(27) operatine: expenses .

Output of assets Net profit: Same methodology as in No. 27
(28) Total assets

Total assets are obtained from balance sheet
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE CALCULATION METHODOLOOY
OR BACKGROUND
DOCUMENT

Traffic Unit per kIn of TU Traffic unit = passenger* km Divide traffic units by total length of railway
railway + ton* km

-PK: passenger tickets issued at TU/KMP = Traffic unit
railyway statistic + all-purpose length of railway
tickets

- TK = number of tons" distance travelled
-TK: way bills prepared at the
PV or train composition forms PK = number of passengers* distance travelled.
prepared at the PCCC.

Use and availability of Locomotive availability Divide time of locomotive availability by their total time and
locomotives calculated at the equipment multiply by 100.
- rate of locomotive % management
availability Available time = Productive time + available time without

assignment. Total time = available time, unavailable time

- Rate of locomotive Distance travelled by Divide total distance travelled by locomotives by total
reliability (average locomotives number of distresses.
kilometrage between km
distresses) -Quarterly summaries of This indicator can also be obtained by calculating the

distresses number of distresses per 100,000 km of distance travelled

, ,
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
OR BACKGROUND
DOCUMENT

Rate of locomotive use % Productive hours Divide time of machine use (productive hours) by total time
Total hours and multiply by 100

Depending on whether productive hours are divided by total
time of machines in the fleet or of only available machines,
the gross rate or net rate is obtained

Annual distance travelled per Divide annual distance travelled by locomotives by the
available locomotive km - Distance travelled by average annual number of available locomotives

locomotives
-Ton km carried per hour- - Availability of locomotives
locomotive Divide * ton-kilometres carried by total number of hour

- Ton* km locomotive.
TK - Hour-locomotive (Transport Divide total number of traffic units by total number of hour

Department) locomotive

-Locomotive productivity by Divide total number of traffic units by number of hour
index (traffic unit per hour- Traffic Units locomotive.
locomotive-) TU -Hour-locomotive

•

------ -- -----_. __ ...-
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
OR BACKGROUND
DOCUMENT

-Use and availability of
wal:ons

-Rate of wagon availability Divide the number of available wagons by total number of
% Available wagons wagons in the fleet and multiply by 100

-Average duration of wagon
rotation -Divide the number of wagons-days by number of loaded

% Wagon-days loaded wagons wagons

-The number of wagon-days = total number of wagons in
- the fleet * duration of period. In some cases the number of

available wagons is taken in place of total number of wagons
in the fleet

-Annual distance travelled -Distance travelled by wagons - -Divide annual distance travelled by wagons by average
by available wagon km -Available wagons annual number of available wagons

-Average load of wagons -Ton-kilometres Divide ton-kilometres by distance travelled by loaded wagon
Tons -loaded wagon Ian

-Rate of wagon empty return Divide empty wagon-kilometres by total wagons kilometres
-Distance travelled by empty and multiply by 1()()

% wagons
-total distance travelled by
wagons (loaded and empty)

Wagon productivity index
-Ton-kilometres Divide ton-kilometres transported by total offered tonnage of
-Total capacity of wagon fleet wagon fleet

~ .
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
OR BACKGROUND
DOCUMENT

Use and availability of
<!coaches

.
% Number of coaches in the fleet Divide number of available coaches by total number of

Rate of coach availability -Number of available coaches coaches in the fleet and multiply by 100

Distance travelled by coaches
-Annual distance travelled -Number of available coaches Divide annual distance travelled by coaches by average
by available coach km annual number of coaches

Traffic -Divide gross tonn kilometres carried by average annual
-Gross tonnes-kilometres number of train kilometre freight

-Average gross freight Tonnes carried
carried by freight trains -Freight train kilometre

-Average net freight of -Net-ton kilometres -Divide net tonnes kilometres by number of freight train
freight trains Tonnes -Freight train kilometres kilometres

-Passenger kilometres
Average rate of passenger -Seat kilometres -Divide passenger kilometres by offered seat kilometres and
train occumpation % multiply by 100

.. .
,
" . .
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE OR CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND DOCUMENT

Staff productivity
-Annual number of traffic
units/employee TU -Traffic unit -Divide annual number of traffic units by average number

-Number of employees of employees

Financial indicators
-Share of income from -Income from passenger traffic -Divide income from passengers traffic by total traffic
passenger traffic in total % -Passenger kilometres income and multiply by 100
income from traffic

-Share of income from -Income from passenger traffic -Divide income from passenger traffic by number of
freight in total income from % -Passenger kilometre passengers per number of passenger kilometres
traffic

-Income per passenger- -Income from passenger traffic -Divide income from passenger traffic by number of
kilometres -Passenger kilometres passenger kilometres

CFAF
-Income from passenger traffic

-Income per offered seat -Offered seat kilometres -Divide income from passenger traffic by number of
kilometre offered seat kilometres offered

CFAF -Income from freight traffic
-Tonnes kilometres transported -Divide income from freight traffic by ton kilometres

-Income per tonne kilometre transported
-Operating expenses

CFAF -Operating income
-Gross operating coefficient -Divide the operating expenses (before depreciation and

taxes) by operating income
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INDICATOR UNIT PARAMETER AND SOURCE OR . CALCULATION METHODOLOGY
BACKGROUND DOCUMENT

-Net Coefficient operating -Operating expenses -Divide operating expenses (after depreciation) by
expenses -Operating income operating income

-Gross profit (loss) CFAF -Operating income -Subtract operating expenses (before depreciation from
-Operating expenses operating income

-Net profit (loss) CFAF -Operating income Subtract operating expenses (after depreciation and
-Operating expenses taxation) from operating income

-Divide net profit by total assets and multiply by 100
Output of assets % -Net profit

-Total assets




